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Summary

Fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva (FOP) is a rare, intractable and devastating genetic
connective tissue disorder characterized by progressive ectopic ossification in the soft
tissues and skeleton. Three patients, one teenage girl (P1), one male adult (P2) and one male
child (P3), were studied and treated with FOPCON (combined formulation of 14 mg of
propranolol and 250 mg of ascorbic acid), given three times per day. P1 started treatment
in March 2012, P2 in October 2012 and P3 in July 2015. The clinical follow-up of these
three patients, before initiating treatment with FOPCON, showed that FOP flare-ups used
to occur frequently and that under FOPCON therapy, none of these patients had flareups. The striking feature of this treatment with FOPCON, is that, all three cases suffered
accidental falls with documented injures until complete healing and that where major
flare-ups should occur, injures or sequels, there was none. The present clinical observation
shows that ascorbic acid plus the nonspecific beta blocker propranolol can be effectively
useful, when administered previously and continually, in the prophylaxis of FOP flare-ups,
especially for accidental falls. In this regard, FOPCON could be a prophylactic aid in cases
of surgery of patients with FOP, hoping that it may benefit patients from having the severe
sequels, characteristic of heterotopic bone formation. All three patients reported, to date,
they no longer had flare-ups nor heterotopic ossification and showed normal scar healing.
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1. Introduction
F i b r o d y s p l a s i a o s s i f i c a n s p r o g r e s s i v a ( F O P,
OMIM#135100) is a rare genetic connective tissue
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disorder characterized by malformations of the hallux
and progressive ectopic ossification in skeletal muscles
and soft tissues. It is an autosomal dominant disease
and worldwide prevalence is 1 per 2,000,000 births
(1). The gene responsible for essential activation of
activin receptor type-1 (ACVR1) or activin-like kinase
2 [ALK-2], was discovered in 2006 (2), in patients who
had recurrent mutation of codon 206 from arginine to
histidine in ACVR1, also named bone morphogenic
protein (BMP) type I receptor, for activating the BMP
signaling pathway (2,3), and consequently responsible
for inherited and sporadic FOP.
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Until today no treatment has been effectively able
to control FOP disease. Progress has been achieved in
inhibiting ossification, with Palovarotene, a retinoic
acid receptor gamma agonist with low potential for side
effects (4,5). In the literature there are few other drugs
(6-10). Ascorbic acid treatment case reports of FOP were
previously described by Palhares et al. (1997, 2001 and
2010), showing improvement of symptoms (8), decrease
of flare-ups (9) and transient stabilization of crisis (10).
Because FOP disease is prone to flare-ups (11), due to
any manipulations, be they accidental trauma, surgeries,
dental procedures, intramuscular injections, bacterial
or viral infections and stress, it becomes impossible to
control flare-ups and heterotopic ossification.
In this regard, as a novelty we report three cases
of FOP patients, who had accidental falls, and were
benefited by a combination therapy of ascorbic acid and
propranolol (FOPCON), without flare-ups or sequels.
2. Materials and Methods
The present study is a comparison of three FOP patients,
one teenage girl (P1), one male adult (P2) and one male
child (P3). They were clinically evaluated and followed
up by medical professionals, including a pediatrician,
a medical geneticist, odontologists and academic
researchers at the University Hospital of The Federal
University of Mato Grosso do Sul and Federal University
of Minas Gerais. Patients were studied and treated with
FOPCON 14.250 (Fibrodysplasia ossificans progressiva
combined formulation of 14 mg of propranolol and
250 mg of ascorbic acid), given three times per day. P1
started treatment in March 2012, P2 in October 2012
and P3 in July 2015 and are part of a project approved
by the University Hospital Ethics Committee (CAAE:
60117916.0.0000.0021), upon Free and Informed
Consent Form, signed by patients and their caregivers
(12).
P1 was born April 2002, with diagnosis within 34
months old. Her manifestation of FOP was first described
by Palhares (2010) (8). P2, born April 1984, showed
clinical manifestations at 30 months of age, reported
somewhere else (9,10). This patient achieved adulthood
and received several conventional treatments with antiinflammatories and corticosteroids during crisis and
received significant therapy. Although, otherwise healthy,
the patient evolved with some control of the disease
including ossification and significant loss of mobility
as an adult FOP patient. On October 2012, the patient
was added onto FOPCON therapy only. P3 was born
September 2009, with bilateral hallux valgus and his first
acute FOP crisis occurred when he was 7 months old.
Before FOPCON, P1 and P2 were pretreated with
ascorbic acid (AA), and obtained transient stabilization
of crises, subsequently propranolol was introduced
combined with AA. Both cases were previously
described by Palhares (8-10), featuring previous
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classical treatment medicines compared with the present
FOPCON treatment results.
On the other hand, P3 was treated directly with
FOPCON formulation. Thus, the results obtained in
P3 were compared to their previous history (recorded
in clinical practice) of frequent falls or traumas and
consequent limitation of movement, despite the use of
conventional treatments.
3. Results and Discussion
To our knowledge, the present report is the first
demonstrating three cases of FOP patients, who had
accidental falls with injuries, and were safe using a
novel combination therapy (FOPCON) of AA and
propranolol (PP), and showing, so far, no flare-ups or
sequels from those injuries (Table 1).
P1 suffered a fall when running in the schoolyard
leading to bruising, and a cut in the upper left eyebrow
area, in June 2014, about two years after starting
treatment. The skin was cleaned, repaired, and sutured
with seven stitches. During the recovery phase after
suture, there was no flare-up (Figure 1), and tissue
showed normal resolution and scar healing. P1 has been
maintained on FOPCON since that time and has shown
good drug tolerance, normal blood pressure and no side
effects. However, in 2017, P1 began taking FOPCON
on an irregular schedule, and inadvertently, at the same
time, the teen had a tattoo on her right arm drawn in
December 2017, which consequently led to a large
flare-up on each upper limb, compromising the hand
on the same side of the tattoo. After re-introduction
of FOPCON, the flare-up regressed, and she is doing
active physiotherapy to improve the movements of the
fingers, which were initially totally frozen. Currently,
P1 is taking medication correctly and is clinically
stabilized without any flare-up.
P2, previously treated with AA plus bisphosphonates,
was added to a new treatment with FOPCON in October
2012. Since then, P2 has had no flare-up. Though P2 has
vague complaints associated to pre-existing numerous
ectopic ossifications, his overall status has improved
significantly. Patient's blood pressure has always
remained within normal limits, ranging 100/60 mmHg.
By February 2015, during domestic transportation, P2
fell from a stretcher and suffered an injury in the soft
tissue of his left leg, with good healing and did not
present flare-up (Figure 2). Since he started treatment
with FOPCON, he has never had any FOP crisis,
showing clinical improvement, better neck movement,
better sleep, and excellent mouth opening, which
gradually improved, since initially it was only 30%.
Now it's six years and four months of treatment with
improvements, although he began his treatment under a
bedridden condition.
P3 started FOPCON treatment in July 2015. P3
showed good tolerability to FOPCON without any
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Table 1. Clinical characteristics, previous treatments, current treatment characteristics and results for each individual case
Identification
P1

First flare-up
(years/month)
2/5

Previous
treatment

Current physical
FOPCON
situation
treatment onset

Anti-inflammatory, Walks with little
limitation
bisphosphonates,
vitamin C

March 2012

Current
treatment*

Accident

Results

No flare-up,
FOPCON 14.250 March 2014 – fall;
seven stitches in the normal resolution
3x per day
upper left eyebrow and scar healing.
December 2017**
- tattoo in right arm

Flare-up in the
upper limbs,
regressing after
re-introduction
FOPCON, without
ectopic bone.

February 2015
– fall; injury in the
soft tissue of left
leg

No flare-up;
good healing.

P2

2/6

Corticosteroids,
analgesics,
bisphosphonates,
vitamin C

Bedridden

Oct. 2012

FOPCON 14.250
3x per day

P3

0/7

Corticosteroids,
analgesics,
anti-inflammatory

Walks with
limitation

July 2015

FOPCON 14.250 Several falls; stiches
in forehead; humerus
3x per day
fracture

No flare-up;
good recovery.

*Dosage: FOPCON 14.250 = 14 mg of propranolol and 250 mg ascorbic acid; **irregular schedule FOPCON.

Figure 1. FOP patient 1 (P1) under treatment with
FOPCON. P1 suffered a fall in the schoolyard, it was
necessary to make seven stiches in the eyebrow region. (A), (B),
(C) and (D) show the scar healing chronological evolution over
a period of about 30 days. Scar healing evolved without FOP
flare-up.

Figure 2. FOP patient 2 (P2) under treatment with
FOPCON. P2 fell from the stretcher, injuring his left leg (A).
The healing was natural under treatment with FOPCON. Ten
months after trauma, there was no evidence of ectopic bone on
the scar (B) site or elsewhere.

adverse events and normal blood pressure for his
age. He has suffered several falls due to considerable
limitations in the range of motion of limbs, mainly

Figure 3. FOP patient 3 (P3) under treatment with
FOPCON. Forehead severe injury, due to a fall, while playing
at home. Under FOPCON treatment, the healing process (A),
(B) and (C) was normal. There was no ectopic bone formation
at the wound site or elsewhere in the body. Later, P3 had a
second fall, with left humerus fracture (D). The healing process
showed normal bone healing with the orthopedic treatment and
did not develop disease crisis.

in the upper limbs' abduction. Typically, physical
injuries or trauma in patients with severe FOP such
as P3, would cause acute crisis with appearance of
inflammation and swelling. However, P3 so far, shows
no sign of FOP crisis. His healing evolved naturally
without ectopic bone formation (Figure 3A, 3B and
3C). Later, P3 had another fall, resulting in a left
humerus fracture, nevertheless, showed good recovery
(Figure 3D). Recently, P3 had a left knee trauma and
he had a joint effusion and pain but without FOP crisis,
however parents were advised to seek orthopedic
treatment.
No effective medical therapy is known for FOP,
bisphosphonates and corticosteroids are only beneficial
during flare-up, but do not prevent formation of ectopic
bone (6). Distinct case reports reveal reasonable
disease control with etidronate, including ectopic bone
reduction, however, they agree that long-term use
leads to osteopenia, contraindicating its continuous use
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(13,14). Other groups have proposed drugs already in
a clinical trial phase, however, their efficacy and side
effects can be questioned (15,16). The use of AA only
(11) as well as AA plus intravenous bisphosphonates
(10), despite some improvement in the patients, did not
avoid disease progression. Therefore, although many
treatments have been reported, the disease may have
shown slight improvement, but disease progression has
been observed, as well as recurrence of flare-ups.
FOP crisis always appears spontaneously or due
to local trauma that leads to severe inflammatory
responses of connective tissue and intramuscular edema
in such ways that biopsies of FOP patient's tissues,
with inflammatory processes, have shown formation of
endochondral osteogenesis in heterotopic sites, causing
ectopic ossification (11). Consequently, attempts to
remove heterotopic ossification surgically have been
mostly unsuccessful, since surgical trauma itself can
provoke disease flare-ups. With the intent to block
formation of new tissue, anti-angiogenic drugs such as
thalidomide and Squalamine, have been used in FOP
(17) for inhibition of new blood vessel formation, but
failed to resolve the manifestation of FOP signs and
symptoms.
The major rationale for the usage of betablockers comes with reports that heterotopic bone is
formed along with new neurons and that enervation
is important in the onset of bone morphogenesis in
FOP (18). Furthermore, endochondral bone formation
requires angiogenesis, so the use of propranolol may
be a limiting factor in this process, because without
angiogenesis, there would be no vessels to form bones
(19) and beta-blockers are anti-angiogenic, while
propranolol usage has shown effectiveness in the
treatment of hemangiomas (20,21). How FOPCON acts
and interferes with bone morphogenic protein (BMP)
signaling, is not known, but BMP signaling pathway
is controlled by receptors types 1 and 2 in a cascade
regulated at multiple levels where FOPCON may
modulate.
The function of propranolol is not explained
solely by these factors. Propranolol is one of the
drugs indicated for cardiovascular and other clinical
applications such as migraine, anxiety and glaucoma
(22), and is a nonselective beta-blocker antagonist,
which blocks the action of both adrenaline and
noradrenalin adrenergic receptors such as β1 and β2.
Also, propranolol can act as a partial agonist of one or
more serotonin receptors (22,23).
Reports on the therapeutic combination of AA and PP
concomitantly are rare, which includes atrial fibrillation
treatment (24) and clinical pharmacokinetics study of
drug interactions (25). Nevertheless, AA has recently
been shown to regulate expression of a battery of genes
(26), but PP has not yet been investigated in this regard.
In vivo AA modulates the expression of inflammatory
genes (27) and in vitro, modulates target genes related to
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FOP pathology (28).
The autonomous nervous system has been lately,
strongly linked to inflammatory processes, specially
the sympathetic system as a pro-inflammatory branch
(29). FOP and its symptoms involve the autonomic
nervous system and neurohumoral mechanisms. A
neurogenic pain in FOP patients has been recently
described and to be of a more intense degree than
reported for the general population (30). The pain and
emotional symptoms of FOP must be targeted as neuroinflammatory symptoms for clinical treatment. Our
three FOP patient cases improved considerably, being
free from body pain after FOPCON.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the composition of AA and PP can
be effectively useful, if administered previously
and continually, for prophylaxis of flare-ups due to
accidental falls. FOPCON may benefit patients in
future surgical procedures by preventing them from
having the severe sequels characteristic of heterotopic
bone formation. All three patients reported, to date, no
longer had flare-ups nor heterotopic ossification and
showed normal scar formation without sequalae. The
monitoring of younger patients like P3, who still do not
have all the heterotopic bone formation in advanced
stages that immobilize most patients in bed, will allow
us to see, in the coming years, the effect of FOPCON
blocking the deplorable evolution of FOP.
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